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Abstract. In written documents, the summary is a brief description of important
aspects of a text. The degree of similarity between the summary and the content of
a document provides reliability about the summary. Some efforts have been done
in order to automate the evaluation of a summary. ROUGE metrics can automat-
ically evaluate a summary, but it needs a model summary built by humans. The
goal of this study is to find a quantitative relation between an article content and
its summary using ROUGE tests without a model summary built by humans. This
work proposes a method for automatic text summarization to evaluate a summary
(ASHuR) based on extraction of sentences. ASHuR extracts the best sentences of
an article based on the frequency of concepts, cue-words, title words, and sentence
length. Extracted sentences constitute the essence of the article; these sentences
construct the model summary. We performed two experiments to assess the relia-
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bility of ASHuR. The first experiment compared ASHuR against similar approaches
based on sentences extraction; the experiment placed ASHuR in the first place in
each applied test. The second experiment compared ASHuR against human-made
summaries, which yielded a Pearson correlation value of 0.86. Assessments made
to ASHuR show reliability to evaluate summaries written by users in collaborative
sites (e.g. Wikipedia) or to review texts generated by students in online learning
systems (e.g. Moodle).
Keywords: Text summarization, summary evaluation, ROUGE, sentences extrac-
tion
Mathematics Subject Classification 2010: 68-U15, 68-T50
1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of automatic text summarization is the reduction of an original text to
a smaller number of sentences by means of a computer, while keeping the important
ideas intact [8]. Many areas use automatic text summarization such as intelligent
tutoring systems, telecommunication industry, information extraction, text mining,
question answering, news broadcasting, and word processing tools [19, 30].
The information explosion on Internet requires a reduction in the amount of
information size and an increase in information efficiency [30]. These activities
become easier with automatic summarization because fewer lines may represent the
most important information about a document. Thus, users can find the resources
more quickly [2, 16].
A summary evaluation shows the high-points of the original text. Manual sum-
mary evaluation is the first option because human assessment guarantees achieve-
ment of the desired results. However, a text can have many useful summaries; these
show the main disadvantages of a manual evaluation approach, as a different evalua-
tor may not agree [20] in determining the correct summary. The manual comparison
of peer summaries based on model summaries is an activity that requires much effort
and time [25].
Development of evaluation methods for summarization is difficult. Human sum-
maries vary for many reasons such as knowledge, biases, goals, and the intended
audience [23]. There are methods to evaluate summaries such as ROUGE [12],
BE [9], and Pyramid [23]. They are widely used in summarization to analyze sum-
mary content [3]. These methods need human impact to work efficiently, and are
considered semi-automatic [16, 18].
Previous methods require a model summary or a set of model summaries to
function. The extraction of a model summary is a time-consuming and expensive
task [17]. It is necessary to have an ideal summary and the original text to automate
this process in these evaluation systems completely.
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The purpose of this article is to evaluate a summary without the human model
input. Two phases divide the process: The first phase extracts the most repre-
sentative sentences from the content through an algorithm based on frequencies
of concepts, cue-words, title words, and sentence length. Despite being simple
and not requiring an in-depth level of knowledge analysis, this technique is suit-
able for building summaries [16]. The second phase evaluates the original sum-
mary based on ROUGE metrics and the built summary in the first phase. The
system is called ASHuR (Assessing Summaries without Human reference using
ROUGE).
The remainder of the article is structured as follows: Section 2 describes related
works. Section 3 explains related topics such as text summarization and tests to
evaluate summaries. Section 4 outlines the proposed approach. Sections 5 and 6 de-
scribe two experiments together with the results and discussions. The final sections
show conclusions and references.
2 RELATED WORK
There are studies related to the evaluation of previous summaries that have dealt
with this problem. These studies have faced this issue because of the importance
of a summary in the field of education, and its ability to provide a general idea of
a lengthy document.
In [11] the authors proposed an integrated method to evaluate summaries using
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) automatically. This method is based on a regression
equation calculated with a corpus of a hundred summaries. It is validated on a dif-
ferent sample of summaries. The equation incorporates two parameters extracted
from LSA: semantic similarity and vector length. The aim of this study was to use
a simple and innovative LSA-based computational method to evaluate summaries
reliably. Despite the efforts made in this article, the authors needed a training set
for their algorithms to work. The training set is only for a common topic, which is
the limit of this particular idea; a summary of 50 words works in only a few cases.
A summary, limited to that number of words excludes many other situations where
the evaluation system could be used.
FRESA [29] is a Framework for Evaluating Summaries Automatically, which
includes document-based summary evaluation measures based on probabilities dis-
tribution. FRESA supports different n-grams and skips n-grams probability distri-
butions. In addition, this environment evaluates summaries in various languages.
This framework is an alternative to ROUGE in evaluating summaries based espe-
cially on the Jensen-Shanon divergence. FRESA takes the original text as a model,
without requiring human intervention, and compares it to the abstract obtained
automatically. Their system extracts phrases in evaluating the summary, however,
human summaries give bad evaluation results because FRESA considers complete
coincidences in sentences. FRESA metrics based on divergence are not perceived
clearly and quickly. The conclusion is that values of the metric give a high value of
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divergence between a text and its summary, this is always applicable to the phrases
that are used in this system. Thus, FRESA associates values of great divergence
regardless of the strategy used, including random compression. Therefore, there is
not an adequate way of evaluating summaries [20].
Louis [18] presented and evaluated a suite of metrics which do not require
gold-standard human summaries for evaluation. They proposed three evaluation
techniques, two of which are model-free and do not rely on the gold standard for
the assessment. The third technique improves standard automatic evaluations by
expanding the set of available model summaries with chosen system summaries.
SIMetrix is the tool used by these authors. The metrics of this system are based
on the Kullback Leibler (KLD) and Jensen Shannon (JSD) divergence, in addition
to the Fraction of Topic Words (FoTW). SIMetrix, is a very versatile system, and
has a variety of tests to measure the relation between the summary and its content.
Although SIMetrix shows good overall results in its tests, it has not excelled in the
evaluation of summaries; ROUGE is the standard that is used in reporting automatic
summarization evaluation results. However, SIMetrix is used in this investigation
to validate summaries.
ROUGE is the evaluation system implemented as the de-facto standard; it is
the most commonly used metric of content selection quality used in research papers
because it is cheap and fast [21]. ASHuR evaluates a summary based on sentences
extraction considering ROUGE as the evaluation system. This is an advantage that
the related work does not have.
3 FUNDAMENTALS FOR TEXT SUMMARIZATION
3.1 ROUGE
ROUGE stands for Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation. ROUGE is
a summary evaluation method that includes measures to automatically determine
the quality of a summary by comparing it to other (ideal) summaries created by
humans [12].
This method has the following tests [13]:
• ROUGE-N: N-gram Co-Occurrence Statistics (versions ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2,
ROUGE-3, ROUGE-4).
• ROUGE-L: Longest Common Subsequence.
• ROUGE-W: Weighted Longest Common Subsequence.
• ROUGE-S: Skip-Bigram Co-Occurrence Statistics.
• ROUGE-SU: Extension of ROUGE-S.
Document Understanding Conference (DUC), National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), and Text Analysis Conference (TAC) adopted ROUGE
package for content-based evaluation [14, 27, 26, 28]. ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROU-
GE-L, and ROUGE-SU tests have been used in many investigations to evaluate
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experiments because they have a greater accord with the human evaluation [14, 26,
3, 27].
The typical information retrieval metrics are precision and recall [21], these
metrics are used by ROUGE to evaluate summaries [12]. Precision (Equation (1))
is the number of sentences occurring in both the system and ideal summary divided
by the number of sentences in the system summary. Recall (Equation (2)) is the
number of sentences occurring in both the system and ideal summary divided by









Fβ = (1 + β
2) ∗ precision ∗ recall
(β2 ∗ precision) + recall
. (3)
The appeal of precision and recall as an evaluation measure is that after a hu-
man defines the gold standard sentence selection, it can be repeatedly used to
evaluate automatically produced summaries by a simple comparison of sentence
identifiers [21]. F-measure (Equation (3)) is a weighted harmonic mean of re-
call and precision. Where β is a variable to give preference either recall or pre-
cision, when β > 1 then the preference is given to precision, and when β < 1
then the preference is given to recall. This study used the F-measure for experi-
ments.
3.2 SIMetrix
SIMetrix tool is a group of metrics to evaluate summaries [18]. Our investigation
uses the SIMetrix model without a model summary.
The following SIMetrix metrics validate our proposal [18]:
• KLInputSummary: Kullback Leibler divergence between input and summary
• KLSummaryInput: Kullback Leibler divergence between summary and input.
Since KL divergence is not symmetric, the features are computed both ways
Input-Summary and Summary-Input. Both features above use smoothing.
• UnsmoothedJSD: Jensen Shannon (JS) divergence between input and summary.
No smoothing.
• SmoothedJSD: A version with smoothing.
• CosineAllWords: Cosine similarity between all words in the input and summary.
• PercentTopicTokens: Proportion of tokens in the summary that are topic words
of the input.
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• FractionTopicWords: The fraction of topic words of the input that appear in
the summary.
• TopicWordOverlap: Cosine similarity using all words of the summary but only
the topic words from the input.
SIMetrix results showed that the strength of features vary considerably. The
best metric is JS divergence, which compares the distribution of terms in the input
and summary. According to the SIMetrix documentation, higher divergence scores
indicate poor quality summaries. For the other metrics, higher scores indicate better
summaries.
4 PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach initially divides the article into its summary and its content.
The system constructs the summary model based on the original content. Finally,
ROUGE evaluates the model summary and the summary of the original article to
obtain the summary assessment. Figure 1 displays this process.
Figure 1. General diagram of the ASHuR evaluation process
4.1 Model Summary Module
This module creates a model summary, the following steps details the process:
1. Identification of raw sentences: This step obtains raw sentences from the content.
A raw sentence is one taken from the original text without any special treatment.
The ASHuR process begins with this set of sentences; after a process of cleaning,
splitting, and scoring of the sentences, our system takes sentences from original
raw sentences to produce the summary.
2. Determination of concepts frequencies: ASHuR applies a text cleaning process
to raw sentences. Such process involves the following phases:
• Tokenize sentences: The tokenization breaks down the sentences into a set
of words [8] called tokens. The token is the minimal unit to analyze the text
in this study.
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• Delete stop-words: Stop-words are words that are insignificant in our me-
thod. Therefore, ASHuR eliminates stop-words from the original text. The
stop-words list includes the most frequently occurring words in a text (e.g. a,
the, of, etc.) [5].
• Apply stemming: The stemming technique uses the root form of a word. The
primary objective is to assign equal importance to words having the same
root. Thus, words expressed in their different forms are considered to be the
same [8]. Our proposal uses Porter’s algorithm to apply stemming; this is
the most common method used in literature [24].
ASHuR gains word frequencies after the cleaning process. This information is
useful to assess the impact of the sentence in the document. This phase obtains
a processed version of raw sentences.
3. Identification of the article title: Words in the title always represent the main
idea of the text. The title plays a particular role in ASHuR because sentences
that have title words are more important than other sentences. The title follows
the same cleaning process as the rest of the text.
4. Definition of signal words: This phase uses a technique where phrases or words
determine the relevance of a sentence, these words are called signal words. There
are different kinds of signal words, however ASHuR works with words related to
importance such as greatness, conclusion, summary, etc. [16]. These words may
be a good indicator of relevant information [4, 27]. This study employs a list of
signal words based on [10].
5. Calculation of the sentences score: This phase calculates the score of each sen-
tence based on frequencies and the amount of words. Title words and signal
words found in the sentence also proportionally influence the score.
6. Selection of the best sentences: This phase chooses the sentences with the highest
score while discarding the sentences which are too short. These sentences are in
order according to their score. The total number of words in a sentence must
be similar to the number of words of the original summary. ASHuR selects
sentences representing the summary of the version of raw sentences.
4.2 Evaluation Module
The first module of the summarization system generates the summary of the original
article. ROUGE metrics then compare the generated summary with the model
summary. Figure 2 represents the complete process of ASHuR.
For the evaluation part of the process, this study employs the following ROUGE
tests: ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L, and ROUGE-SU. This study calculates the
mean result of ROUGE tests to obtain a single result, however, another option could
be to take a ROUGE test to represent the evaluation of the summary. We consider
that ROUGE is a useful tool for the tasks assessment and that a new algorithm for
this assessment is not necessary.
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Figure 2. Specific diagram of the ASHuR evaluation process
4.3 Formal Representation of the Model
The process of ASHuR is represented in the following definition and equations:
Definition 1. Let Rprocesed = {T1, . . . , T|Rprocesed|} be the set that represents an ar-
ticle Rraw with a text cleaning process in sentences. Each element in Rprocesed has
the form Tj = {t1, . . . , t|T |}, where elements in T represent words in a sentence.
Definition 2. Let S = {c1, . . . , c|S|} be the set that represents the score of sentences
found in a document, where each element in S represents an ordered pair of the
form ci = (r, d), the element r represents the score of the sentence and the element d
represents the number of words in a sentence.
After of previous definitions, for each element T ∈ Rprocesed, then ST ← (rT , |T |),
where the score is calculated by the Equation (4) based on Equations (5), (6),
and (7). Equation (6) uses the variable a to represent a value for signal words, these
words are represented by the set W . Equation (7) uses the variable b to represent
a value for title words, these words are represented by the set I. The variable |T |
represents the number of elements in T .







a, if |W ∩ T | > 0,
1, otherwise,
(6)
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l =
{
b, if |I ∩ T | > 0,
1, otherwise.
(7)
Let Ssort = {x1, . . . , x|Ssort|} be the set S ordered by the element r of the pair
ordered xk, sentences representing the summary of the article are taken from the
set Ssort. The Algorithm 1 displays the process to obtain sentences that represent
the summary. The variable a represents the sum of words in each x appended
to Ssummary, also, the variable max represents the maximum number of words of
the summary and min represents then minimum number of words considered by
sentence. The generated summary is represented in Ssummary, this is used to evaluate
other summaries.
Algorithm 1 Process to obtain the most important sentences
1: for all x ∈ Ssort do
2: if (a < max) and (xd > min) then
3: a← a+ xd
4: append x to Ssummary
5: end if
6: end for
5 COMPARISON TO SIMILAR APPROACHES
USING MODEL SUMMARY
5.1 Experiment
This experiment compares ASHuR to nine Summarization Systems (SS) based on
sentence extraction. The aim is to assess the quality of the extracted sentences
against similar approaches using model summaries. We selected SS as represented
in Table 1 for the experiment because literature references to them and they are
freely available.
None of the SS selected have algorithms available to be implemented. Only the
applications have been published. Some of the systems are web applications, while
others are applications for the Windows operating system. Others are applications
for the Linux operating system. This setback complicates the automation of the
evaluation process, therefore, the sample size for this iteration is not as extensive as
desired.
This experiment uses research articles to perform the comparison between SS
because expert researchers review these kind of documents before the publication,
so that articles have quality in the abstract (summary) as well as the content. This
experiment considers the abstract as the model summary of ROUGE.





4 IBM Many Aspects Document Summarization Tool (furthest) [15]
5 IBM Many Aspects Document Summarization Tool (Greedyexp) [15]
6 IBM Many Aspects Document Summarization Tool (K-Median) [15]
7 IBM Many Aspects Document Summarization Tool (SVD) [15]
8 Online summarize tool [22]
9 Open text summarizer [31]
10 Swesum [7]
Table 1. Summarization systems
The test data is contained in 40 articles selected from the special issue “Social
Identity and Addictive Behavior” in the Journal of Addictive Behaviors Reports 1,
Volumes 1 (June 2015), 2 (December 2015), 3 (June 2016), 4 (December 2016), and
5 (June 2017). We chose this journal because it considers theoretical aspects with
few equations that can hinder the work of summarization systems.
The preparation phase of documents deleted the abstract and the references, the
rest of the article remained intact. The prepared papers were submitted to each SS
to build its summary. The next phase compared generated summaries and the model
summaries. Each algorithm made a summary per article which was contrasted with
the corresponding original summary.
The eight tests of ROUGE evaluated results of SS considering the F-measure.
The ROUGE tests result is a value between 0 and 1, the closer to one the better
the summary.
5.2 Result
The results of the ROUGE evaluation applied to SS are displayed in Figure 3. Two
groups organize the information; group 1 presents the most commonly used tests
(see Figure 3 a)), and group 2 presents the rest of tests (see Figure 3 b)). The x-axis
deploys Identifiers of SS and the y-axis represents the values reached by the tests.
Graphs of results present ROUGE tests by a figure; rhombus, square, triangle, or
cross, so, tests can be differentiated.
Means results obtained by SS in ROUGE tests are displayed in Figure 4. This fig-
ure shows the values reached in the x-axis and SS in the y-axis. The best-positioned
systems are ASHuR, Autosummarizer, and Freesummarizer in that order. The worst
positioned are OpenTextSummarizer and IBM GREEDYEXP.
1 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/23528532/vsi
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Figure 3. Results of summarization systems considering ROUGE
5.3 Discussion
ASHuR obtained higher results in each test than the rest of SS (see Figure 3). This
showed that our method achieved sentences more representative of the content of
the original text.
Test files contained tables in text format, the systems positioned in the first
places dealt with this point correctly. However, other systems such as OpenTextSum-
marizer had problems with the tables, which led to poor evaluation results.






















Figure 4. Means of summarization systems in ROUGE tests
It is complicated to achieve values close to one (the ideal value) in some ROUGE
tests, but it is simpler in others tests. ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-L are tests that
obtain higher scores than the rest of tests. ROUGE-4 is the most complicated test
to overcome, this test on average had the lowest results.
The SS position of each ROUGE test varies a few places; accordingly, the
ROUGE’s tests maintain consistency and regularity in results, even though the
score of the systems are similar. This means the summary evaluation of a system
will not be in the first positions in a test and the last positions in another.
6 COMPARISON AGAINST HUMAN SUMMARY
WITHOUT MODEL SUMMARY
6.1 Experiment
SS did not intervene in this second experiment because the first experiment veri-
fied that ASHuR obtains more precise results. The aim is to demonstrate that the
ASHuR summary is similar to human summaries. This activity was realized with
SIMetrix (Summary Input similarity Metrics) [18]. This tool analyses a text sum-
mary through similarity metrics (Section 3.2). SIMetrix is a system that allows,
unlike ROUGE, to perform summary evaluations without a summary model. How-
ever, important conferences as DUC or TASC do not consider it relevant because
they trust to the evaluation of ROUGE.
SIMetrix does not have ROUGE support, however, ROUGE needs a model
summary to evaluate other texts. Thus, SIMetrix evaluates summaries in this ex-
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periment because it does not require a model summary. The objective of this project
is to generate a version of ROUGE to assess abstracts without human intervention
in the same way as SIMetrix but with the support of ROUGE.
This study focuses on unstructured documents such as Wikipedia documents.
This experiment considers the Wikipedia branch in the category Main topic classi-
fications for test data. This category is the main one in the hierarchy of Wikipedia.
The rest of the categories is derived from this one. The main category has 10 sub-
categories, and these contain other categories (see Table 2). This paper contemplates
the direct categories of Main topic classifications. The categorization described cor-
responds to the Wikipedia version of October 1, 2016.
Categories Sub-Categories Pages
Main Topic Classifications 10 14
Geography 26 75
Nature 26 15









Table 2. Category main topic classifications of Wikipedia
The main category and sub-categories in the Table 2 contain 290 articles. This
experiment did not consider articles with the following characteristics:
1. Articles without a summary (e.g. the article Caribmap2).
2. Articles that describe a list of other pages (e.g. the article Lost History3).
3. Articles that are in two or more of the considered categories (e.g. the article
People4). Articles that met the desired characteristics were 196.
The comparison process consisted of obtaining a summary of articles for each
treatment (ASHuR and human) and comparing it with the content using SIMetrix.
Firstly, ASHUR generated its summary, and this was compared with the content
to obtain a summary-content relation measure. We then examined the original
abstract of the article (human summary) with the content getting another measure
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will be achieved using the Pearson test between both measures of relation. Each
summary (ASHuR and Human) was evaluated against its content by 8 SIMetrix
tests.
This experiment separated tests in two clusters according to their form of evalu-
ation. Tests that consider that the closer to 0 a result is, the better correlation will
exist (B1), and tests that consider that the closer to 1 a result is, the better corre-
lation will exist (B2). The group B1 contemplates the KLInputSummary, KLSum-
maryInput, UnsmoothedJSD, and SmoothedJSD tests. Group B2 contemplates the
CosineAllWords, PercentTopicTokens, FractionTopicWords, and TopicWordOverlap
tests.
6.2 Results
The evaluation of ASHuR results and human summaries was contrasted 196 times,
one for each article. Figure 5 shows the general results organized by test and treat-
ment (ASHuR and human).
Boxplots represent the data distribution in summarized form in Figure 5, the
vertical line inside the rectangle represents the data median. The x-axis represents
the applied test and the treatment, ASHuR tests are described at the label end with
the letter A, and human tests with the letter H. The y-axis shows the values scale
of tests; these vary according to the group of applied tests.
Results of Figure 5 a) represent block B1 tests, the closer to zero the means, the
better the summary will be evaluated. Figure 5 b) displays results of block B2 tests
ASHuR obtained values closer to zero in each of the tests, however, it also got more
outliers.
The closer to 1 the means of block B2 are, the summaries will be better. The
best-performing tests are CosineAllWords and TopicWorldOverlap of ASHuR. Tests
evaluate summaries based on different aspects; this causes some tests to obtain
results closer to zero and others more distant.
The mean and standard deviation of the tests B1 and B2 are represented in
Table 3. This table shows the information according to the test group and the type
of treatment (ASHuR and Human).
The Spearman correlation test compared results of ASHuR and the human con-
sidering the groups B1 and B2. Figure 6 shows results of 196 evaluations that
represent each article, the x-axis represents tests blocks and the y-axis values. Al-
though the data from block B1 are less dispersed than block B2, most of the B2
data are closer to 1, which means that block B2 has most acceptable results than
block B1.
The descriptive data of evaluations are described in the Table 4. Outliers are
commonly treated in some way to observe the impact of these on the outcome,
for that reason data are analyzed with and without them. The block B1 had no
outliers because of the low dispersion of data, however, the block B2 obtained some
anomalous values.
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a) Tests block B1 (part 1)
b) Tests block B1 (part 2)
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c) Tests block B2
Figure 5. Data distribution of the evaluation summary-content organized by test blocks,
block B1 – the best result is zero, block B2 – the best result is one
6.3 Discussion
Tests groups B1 and B2 showed a similar behavior in their results (see Figure 5).
The ASHuR evaluation gave more desirable results in each test compared to the
evaluation of human generated summaries. Results of ASHuR in the group B1 were
closer to zero than the results of the human. The results of ASHuR in the block B2
are closer to one than human results.
The results dispersion of block B1, in Figure 5 a), shows more concise data for the
evaluation of ASHuR. On the contrary, the human evaluation data are more compact
in Figure 5 b), even though ASHuR data achieved a better score. Table 3 shows this
information more precisely. Block B2 shows that human data are less spread than
ASHuR data in most tests, however, human data do not receive a superior evaluation
than ASHuR data.
The evaluation of results indicates that ASHuR generates better summaries
than humans. However, these results are provided by automated tests that do not
evaluate consistency and congruence of text sentences. Our best results are due
to a system based on phrase extraction that is favored by this type of evaluation
system. In spite of this, we made tests to put in context real results. If negative
results had been obtained at this stage, it would have meant a poor phrase extraction
that would have nothing to do with the important aspects of the text.
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Test Group Test Mean SD
B1
KLInputSummary H 2.853 0.678
KLInputSummary A 1.939 0.486
KLSummaryInput H 3.302 0.878
KLSummaryInput A 1.065 0.434
UnsmoothedJSD H 0.479 0.057
UnsmoothedJSD A 0.313 0.117
SmoothedJSD H 0.420 0.060
SmoothedJSD A 0.265 0.087
B2
CosineAllWords H 0.485 0.180
CosineAllWords A 0.751 0.124
PercentTopicTokens H 0.278 0.141
PercentTopicTokens A 0.447 0.161
FractionTopicWords H 0.317 0.218
FractionTopicWords A 0.504 0.280
TopicWordOverlap H 0.490 0.202
TopicWordOverlap A 0.712 0.148
Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of SIMetrix test
B1 B2
Descriptives All Without All Without
Values Outliers Values Outliers
Correlations mean 0.812 0.812 0.865 0.901
Trimmed mean (5 %) 0.813 0.813 0.890 0.913
Median 0.822 0.822 0.943 0.951
Standard deviation 0.095 0.095 0.184 0.114
Minimum 0.536 0.536 −0.121 0.545
Maximum 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
P-value (mean) 0.188 0.198 0.135 0.099
P-value (trimmed mean) 0.187 0.187 0.110 0.087
Table 4. Descriptive data of the evaluation of correlation tests
The experiment applied the Pearson test to measure the degree of correlation
between evaluations of ASHuR and the human. Results (see Table 4) show an av-
erage correlation between ASHuR-Human summaries of 0.812 for the block B1, this
correlation means that the ASHuR summaries are 81.2 % similar to the human sum-
maries according to the applied tests. However, the p-value obtained of 0.188 was
not as good as we would wanted.
The block B2 showed an average correlation of 0.865 and an average trimmed
to 95 % of 0.890, this indicates that there are 5 % of anomalous values that are
negatively affecting results. When the average correlation is calculated without
outliers then an average of 0.901 is obtained and an average trimmed to 95 % of
0.913.
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Figure 6. Results concentration of blocks B1 and B2
The block tests B2 shows a higher correlation than block test B1, even though
the data of the block B2 are more dispersed than block B1. The block B2 is more
prone to generating outliers. Outliers are caused by a significant difference between
the results of ASHuR and the human result. These events occurred for the following
reasons:
• Different use of words: Although the human summary is correct, it is poorly
evaluated because different words are used in the writing of the summary and
the content (4 cases).
• Different use to the summary section: The summary section has a different
function than summarizing the document content, e.g., describes the use of the
article instead of the content (3 cases).
• Inadequate sentence extraction: ASHuR performed an inappropriate phrases
extraction due to established design characteristics of the algorithm (3 cases).
• Short summary: The summary is too short, limited to few words, this causes
ASHuR only select a sentence that inappropriately represents the content (2 ca-
ses).
The proper treatment of these events will give more accurate results to ASHuR
in future versions of our algorithm.
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7 EVALUATION WITH ASHUR AND ROUGE
This section shows the evaluation of 21 articles of Wikipedia considering the ROUGE
evaluation based on ASHuR. These articles are concepts related to Object Oriented
Programming (OOP). The procedure consisted of three steps:
1. to obtain the summary using ASHuR,
2. to take the human summary from the Wikipedia article, and
3. to evaluate the human summary with ROUGE considering the ASHuR summary
as a model.
ROUGE tests – ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L, and ROUGE-SU* – assessed
articles summaries. Figure 7 shows the results of the evaluation of each Wikipedia
article. Values of the graph represent the F-measure on the y-axis. The x-axis
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ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-SU*
Figure 7. Results of the summaries evaluation with ROUGE and ASHuR
The summary score will depend on the test or tests considered. If a flexible
evaluation is necessary, ROUGE-1 is chosen; if a harder evaluation is required,
ROUGE-SU* could be used. This study employed an average of four tests, Table 5
shows results. According to the results, some articles present high probabilities to
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contain an inadequate summary. Articles overriding5, composition6, and persistence7
have the lowest evaluations and they have a probability greater than 80 % to be
inadequate or at least they have a lower level than the rest of the articles.
We analyzed these articles in detail to determine why their assessments are so
low:
• The article overriding uses too many sample code in the content, most of the
text is used to explain it. The summary is adequate, but this complement the
content instead of functioning as a set of ideas that represent the content.
• The article composition has a very short summary based on two statements, this
makes the summary evaluation problematic.
• The article persistence, although it has an accurate summary, it is relatively
short, the content does not utilize words used in the summary.
Id Wikipedia Article Mean
1 Abstract type 0.557
2 Abstraction 0.277



















Table 5. Average of ROUGE tests for Wikipedia articles
ASHuR can review documents to identify cases where the summary is inadequate
to the content by an alert signal.
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Method overriding
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object composition
7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persistence (computer science)
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8 CONCLUSIONS
This study presents ASHuR, an algorithm to measure the relation summary-content
quantitatively without a model summary using ROUGE. According to the classifi-
cation given in [16], our method works as follows: based on text, works with a single
document, extracts information about text with an indicative proposal, considers
only one language at the time (mono-lingual), gives an evaluation without ideal
summary made by humans. This investigation worked with Wikipedia articles, but
ASHuR can be applied to documents with a defined structure by content and sum-
mary.
ASHuR consists of two modules. The first module builds a model summary
based on content, and the second module evaluates the original summary with the
model summary created. ASHuR ranked in the first place among nine SS based on
sentences extraction. In another experiment, our method achieved high correlation,
based on the Pearson test, between ASHuR summary and human summary.
This study shows that a text can be evaluated without a model summary based
on the proposed approach. We realize that the comparison based on human sum-
maries is the best, however, when humans are not available, our proposal could be
a good option.
According to evaluations performed in the experiment, the summary assessment
implemented with our approach is an approximation with encouraging results. The
project gives the possibility of evaluating summaries at the moment; one or multiple
model summaries are not needed. Thus, ASHuR can evaluate a summary written by
users in collaborative sites (e.g. Wikipedia) or can review texts written by students
stored in online repository (e.g. Moodle).
For future work, we propose to solve problems such as synonyms, anaphora,
proportion summary – content according to the length and term distribution. These
would improve the algorithm and the precision of the sentences. This study considers
adding to ASHUR the option of offering recommendations to improve its summary,
considering the most common problems encountered in the evaluation.
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